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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Problem
There is no doubt nowadays that concrete is one of the most popular civil and
construction materials (other popular materials include structural steel and wood). The
intensive application and research on concrete ran through the whole twentieth century.
The massive experimental and theoretical research conducted in the past several decades
have already come up with many valuable and useful results, such as the rigorous
structural theories and the codes of practice. Also, the application and research of
concrete has brought many new ideas in civil engineering, such as self-consolidating
concrete, high strength concrete, and fiber reinforced concrete.
With its popularity, concrete as a construction material has its own weakness in
that it can crack easily. It is well known that concrete is a brittle material with low tensile
strength and high compressive strength. It is easy for concrete to crack under even low
tensile stress compared with the compressive stress it can take. Due to the design
philosophy and methodology concerning both safety and economy, all the common
reinforced concrete (RC) structures are actually standing with controlled cracks.
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Part of the problem with this is that cracks can cause corrosion in reinforcement,
and surface cracks are usually an annoying aesthetic issue. Moreover, the cracked crosssection weakens the member and changes the mechanical behavior of the whole structure
due to the stress redistribution effect.
Since the crack can cause serious problems as mentioned above, crack control is a
necessity during design and construction of RC structures. For crack control in RC
flexural members, there are no universally accepted rules for maximum crack width. The
ACI code 318 crack control limits for RC flexural members are based on a maximum
crack width of 0.016 in. for interior exposure and 0.013 in. for exterior exposure. In ACI
code 318, crack control is handled indirectly by defining rules of spacing between rebars
and protection layer thickness for beams as well as one-way slabs [1].
The aforementioned rules and limits are based on the famous empirical GergelyLutz equation, which is established based on the statistical analysis of a large amount of
experimental data. This equation is intended to predict the “maximum crack width” at the
flexural tension surface of the members [2].
Besides the issue of cracks, the deflection of a flexural RC member is also a major
concern of design for its serviceability. The over limit deflection will cause adverse
effects on the RC flexural member. The over limit deflection decreases the flexural
capacity of the member and it can also make the member unusable. ACI code 318 utilizes
the effective-moment-of-inertia method to calculate the flexural rigidity of RC flexural
members considering effects of both cracking and reinforcement [1], but this is also an
indirect method.
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To directly address the flexural problem with consideration of cracks, several
closed-form analytical flexural models using fictitious crack concept were presented by
previous researchers. J. P. Ulfkjær et al. (1995) built a flexural model for a plain concrete
beam under three-point-bending load using a bilinear fictitious crack model (FCM) [3]. J.
F. Olesen (2001) built a flexural model to predict crack propagation in fiber-reinforced
concrete beams using bilinear FCM [4]. K. T. Sundara et al. (2002) built a flexural model
for predicting crack propagation in plain concrete beams using nonlinear FCM [5].
Additionally, G. Wardeh et al. (2011) used a flexural model with nonlinear FCM to
predict crack width of plain concrete under frost damage [6] and J. P. Ulfkjær et al. (1996)
extended their model from plain concrete beams to RC beams using linear FCM [7].
Inspired by the direct analytical flexural models from previous studies, the present
study is focused on two major aspects of RC flexural members mentioned before, crack
width and deflection calculation. The direct analytical model for moment-curvature
relation of the cross-section of RC flexural member was derived considering concrete
crack based on nonlinear FCM. From moment-curvature relation and flexural fictitious
crack concept, both load-deflection and load-crack width relations were obtained. Due to
the complexity of the closed-form equations, the numerical solution was obtained using a
MATLAB® code.
Other than being used in building constructions, RC structures are also widely
used in transportation constructions, which will experience frequent vehicle loads, such
as highway bridge girders, slabs, piers and so on. In the present study, the flexural
behavior of RC beams under cyclic fatigue load was also investigated and an analytical
model was developed for the cyclic-dependent deflections of RC beams under service
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loading. The changes of flexural rigidity and deflection of the RC beams along with the
number of cycles were examined.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this study are
A. Develop a direct analytical flexural model with nonlinear FCM to predict
moment-curvature relation for RC beams under bending.
B. Based on the moment-curvature relation, develop load-flexural crack width
relation as well as load-deflection relation for RC beams.
C. Extend the flexural model from RC beams to RC beams with CFRP strengthening.
D. Develop a flexural model of RC beams with/without FRP strengthening for
fatigue loading (cyclic loading), and predict the flexural rigidity-number of cycles
relation as well as deflection-number of cycles relation of the beams.
E. Perform experimental studies of RC beams with/without CFRP strengthening
under four-point-bending.
F. Perform parametric studies on the analytical model.
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation presents the development and investigation of a direct analytical
flexural model for RC beams with/without CFRP strengthening, per the following outline:


Chapter II: An overview of the previous research and studies of several flexural
models with a fictitious crack model, as well as a review of other relative
knowledge.
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Chapter III: Development of the direct analytical flexural model for momentcurvature relation of reinforced concrete beams with/without CFRP strengthening
under monotonic loading.



Chapter IV: Development of the analytical flexural model for flexural rigiditynumber of cycles relation of reinforced concrete beams with/without CFRP
strengthening under cyclic loading.



Chapter V: Experimental studies, including the experiment preparations, test
setups and test results.



Chapter VI: Comparison studies, including two parts, 1. Comparison of model
predictions with experimental results; and 2. Parametric studies on the analytical
model.



Chapter VII: Conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Concrete Tensile Strain Softening
Whenever it comes to a problem related to a crack, more specifically here a
flexural crack, in a concrete member, the concept of strain softening shows up inevitably.
Materials such as concrete, rock, brick and ceramic are known to exhibit tensile strain
softening behavior. Thus, when these materials are subjected to tensile load, there is a
linear stress-strain relation when the stress level is lower than the tensile strength. After
the tensile strength is reached, the tensile resistance of these materials does not disappear
but remains. The phenomenon of the remaining of tensile resistance after reaching tensile
strength is called tensile strain softening. The post-peak behavior shows stress relaxation,
which depends on the strain softening characteristics of these materials (i.e., the tensile
strain softening of concrete means the decline of stress with strain increase at post-peak
stage).
The tensile strain softening behavior was observed on a macro scale from several
experimental works. As early as 1968, R. H. Evans and M. S. Marathe tried to determine
the complete stress-strain curve for concrete in direct tension with a modified universal
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testing machine [8]. The stress-strain curves from this research have clear decreasing
branches as shown in Figure 2.1, which can be explained as strain softening effect.

Figure 2.1 Complete Stress Strain Curves in Direct Tension [8]

The direct tension test on concrete specimens using a finite element model was
performed by J. G. Rots et al. (1989). This study indicates that from the tension test the
load-displacement curve of concrete and rock-like materials displays a gradual
descending branch after attaining the peak load. Figure 2.2 shows an experimental result
quoted in this study [9].
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Figure 2.2 Experimental Results for the Direct Tensile Test
(Cornelissen et al., 1986; Hordijk et al., 1987)
(a) Specimen and Instrumentation (b) Average Stress-Deformation Curve over a 35 mm
Gauge Length (c) Distribution of Deformation over the Cross-section between the
Notches [9]

V. S. Gopalaratnam and S. P. Shah (1985) indicated that for accurate analysis of
concrete structures, it is often desirable to include the post-cracking resistance of concrete,
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which is strain softening response [10]. By using specially designed grips, they managed
to record stable stress-displacement test results from a concrete specimen under
monotonically tensile loading (Figure 2.3). The test results from this study clearly show
strain softening response of concrete under tensile loading.

Figure 2.3 Typical Results of - Curves Obtained from Four Different Types of Tests
Performed on a Concrete Mix [10]

H. W. Reinhardt et al. (1984) performed deformation controlled uniaxial tests on
normal weight and lightweight concrete to help model the fracture behavior of concrete.
These tests also give linear tensile response before peak value and the descending branch
at post-peak stage in terms of stress-displacement curves (Figure 2.4). In this study, at the
post-peak stage, not only the monotonic tensile loading was applied, but also the cyclic
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loading was used. From Figure 2.4, it is seen that the envelope curve does not change
with the loading type. It can be concluded that for a given concrete there exists a unique
strain softening characteristic, which is not affected by stress or strain history [11, 12].

Figure 2.4 Envelope Curves for Normal Weight Concrete and Lightweight Concrete from
Testing [11]

Tensile strain softening was also observed in an indirect tension test by S.
Carmona and A. Aguado [13]. In this study, a cylinder splitting tensile test (Brazilian test)
was conducted, and strain-softening effect was indirectly showed through the load-crack
opening displacement (COD) relation collected (Figure 2.5). BC segment in Figure 2.5
shows clearly declining tensile resistance after peak value. CD plateau in Figure 2.5 is
due to the “column effect” from two halves of the total cracked specimen.
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Figure 2.5 Typical Load P-COD Curve Obtained from the Indirect Tensile Tests

Dynamic tensile response of concrete in direct tension was recorded by D. Yan
and G. Lin (2006). The test results from this study show that the strain softening exists
with a different level of strain rate (Figure 2.6) [14]. From Figure 2.4, though the whole
strain softening response was not recorded, the curves clearly show the strain softening at
the post-peak stage.
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Figure 2.6 Typical Stress-Strain Curves of Saturated Concrete [14]

Though only a little attention has been given to the strain softening effect in direct
tension test of concrete by researchers due to its less considerable theoretical and
practical interest, the studies mentioned in section 2.1 clearly show that the tensile strain
softening of concrete exists on the macro scale.
To explain this phenomenon of concrete strain softening, there is an argument
among researchers. R. Hill and T. Y. Thomas think that it is inadmissible to treat strain
softening as a material constitutive property in continuum mechanics due to negative
tangent moduli [15, 16]. E. Ferrett doubts whether strain softening in a continuum is a
real material property or merely the result of inhomogeneous deformation caused by
experimental techniques [17]. Some accept it as a material property and try to give
theoretical explanation for it. A fracture model using the concept of cohesive stress for
tensile strain softening effect of concrete was first proposed by A. Hillerborg et al. (1976)
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[18] and Z. P. Bažant and B. H. Oh (1983) [19]. To settle this argument is out of the
scope of this study. The fictitious crack model from A. Hillerborg et al. will be
introduced in section 2.2 and adopted in this study.
2.2 Fictitious Crack Model (FCM)
To analyze fracture/crack process problems, linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) is only applicable when the size of the fracture process zone (FPZ) at crack tip is
small compared to the size of the crack and the size of the specimen [20, 21].
Experimental work showed that for concrete, the FPZ is much larger than for metal-like
materials (Figure 2.7) [22, 23, 24]. To address concrete fracture problems with large FPZ,
A. Hillerborg [18] and Z. P. Bažant [19] proposed fictitious crack model (FCM) for
concrete tensile fracture behavior using the concept of cohesive zone model for ductile
metal by G. I. Barenblatt [25] and D. S. Dugdale [26]. In FCM, concrete strain softening
effect is a macro phenomenon due to the cohesive stress/traction-fictitious crack width
relation, which is considered as a material constitutive relation of concrete.
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Figure 2.7 Cracking Zones Obtained by the X-ray Technique
(a) Cracks at the Peak Load (b) Cracks at the 70% of the Peak in the Post-Peak Regime (c)
Cracks at the 30% of the Peak in the Post-Peak Regime [22] (Note: the notch is 185 mm.)

To explain basic concept of FCM, two simple examples are demonstrated below.
The first example is a concrete prism under direct tensile loading. From zero stress to
final fracture failure (specimen is torn apart), FCM divides this process into three stages.
Stage 1 is the elastic stage. Before tensile strength is reached, concrete follows linear
14

elastic stress-strain behavior (Figure 2.8 (a)). Stage 2 is the fictitious crack stage (strainsoftening stage). After tensile strength is reached, the localized FPZ (Figure 2.8 (b))
appears in the specimen as a narrow band perpendicular to the tensile stress direction, and
the microcracks are developed in this FPZ. FCM uses one fictitious crack to simulate this
FPZ. The fictitious crack is an imagined crack, and all microcracks in FPZ are lumped
into this one fictitious crack (Figure 2.8 (b)). In a fictitious crack, before the fictitious
crack width reaches a critical value, cohesive stress can still be transferred through this
fictitious crack, yet the cohesive stress declines as the fictitious crack grows, which is due
to the strain-softening effect of the material. Stage 3 is the failure stage. After the
fictitious crack reaches the critical value, it loses tensile stress resistance and cannot
transfer any stress any longer. The specimen is pulled apart in Stage 3.

Figure 2.8 Diagram of a Concrete Specimen under Direct Tensile Load

The second example is a plain concrete beam under pure bending. The crosssection stress status at the flexural crack location is also divided in to three stages in FCM.
Stage 1 is the elastic stage. Before the bottom tensile stress reaches tensile strength, the
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stress-strain relation stays elastic (Figure 2.9 (a)). Stage 2 is the fictitious crack
propagating stage. After the bottom tensile stress reaches tensile strength, a fictitious
crack appears from the bottom and begins propagating upward. Also in Stage 2, the
fictitious crack width at the bottom does not exceed critical fictitious crack width, so
there is no real crack in the cross-section (Figure 2.9 (b)). Stage 3 is the real crack
propagating stage. After the bottom fictitious crack width reaches critical value, the real
crack appears from the bottom and starts growing upward (Figure 2.9 (c)).

Figure 2.9 Stress Distribution in Different Stages

As shown above, FCM is a very simple and straightforward concept with which to
explain strain-softening effect in concrete. A. Hillerborg suggested using FCM for the
fracture problems of many materials other than plain concrete, such as fiber reinforced
concrete, rock, fiber reinforced plastics (FRP), and wood [27]. He also suggested several
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possible curves for the cohesive stress-fictitious crack width relation [18], such as
constant, trapezoid and linear curve.
Based on experimental work, different formats of the cohesive stress-fictitious
crack width relation were suggested. The bilinear curve was mentioned by P. E. Petersson
[28]. The trilinear curve was used by K. Z. Cho et al. [29]. The exponential curve was
suggested by H. A. Cornelissen et al. [11], V. S. Gopalaratnam and S. P. Shah [10], J.
Planas and M. Elices [30] and V. Slowik et al. [31]. The power law was proposed by H.
W. Reinhardt [12]. In the latter section, the power law curve will be used for the model
development.
2.3 Application of FCM
Ever since the 1970s when FCM was put forward, FCM has been recognized as a
very useful theoretical tool for fracture analysis of concrete crack. More generally
speaking, FCM is useful for all the materials with large nonlinear FPZ ahead of the crack
tip, either due to plasticity or microcracking, such as ductile metal, asphalt, ceramic, rock,
wood and so on [32].
The concept of FCM is very easy to understand per section 2.2, and easy to
combine with other numerical methods, such as the finite element method (FEM). Some
researchers also developed closed-form analytical models based on FCM. Because of its
simplicity for understanding and convenience for modeling, the depth and breadth of
studies and applications of FCM have been growing. In this section, the applications of
FCM from previous researchers will be introduced and summarized.
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Some previous researchers used FCM to explain concrete mechanical behavior
under direct tension. FCM itself came from the strain softening effect in concrete direct
tension tests, so it explains this effect well.
J. G. Rots and R. D. Borst (1989) created a simulation model for plain concrete
plate under direct tension using FEM with bilinear FCM. The model shows an
asymmetric tensile fracture process of concrete sample under direct tension. This nonsymmetricity is due to the imperfection and defect in the material (Figure 2.10). This
fracture format captures tensile crack propagation of concrete under direct tension [9].

Figure 2.10 Nonsymmetricity in Fracture Process of Concrete under Direct Tension [9]
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V. S. Gopalaratnam and S. P. Shah (1985) created a closed-form model with
exponent FCM for concrete under direct tension. This model gives load-displacement
relation for the concrete sample under direct tensile load, and the analytical result
matches experimental results closely (Figure 2.11) [10].

Figure 2.11 Analytical Prediction of Stress-Displacement Behavior Compared with
Experimental Result [10]

H. A. W. Cornelissen et al. (1986) also came up with an exponent FCM for
concrete under direct tension according to experimental results. Using the model, loadtotal displacement relations are predicted for other tests, and the model’s results match
experimental results well for both normal weight and lightweight concrete (NC and LC)
(Figure 2.12) [11].
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Figure 2.12 Stress-Total Displacement Relations for NC and LC as Measured and as
Predicted [11]

Some previous studies also used FCM to simulate the crack propagation process
in concrete and other materials.
G. Ruiz (2001) created a closed-form numerical model for flexural crack
propagation in RC beams using exponential softening relation. The bond-slip relation
between concrete and rebar were considered in this model. An example of RC beam
under three-point-bending (TPB) with single mid-span crack was presented, and the loadmid-span deflection relation was predicted with the model. Parametric studies were also
performed, such as size and reinforcement ratio effects, adherence strength and yielding
strength effects as well as reinforcement, cover thickness effects on load-mid-span
deflection curve [33]. The other results from this model include stress distribution and
crack opening width.
J. E. Bolander Jr. and B. D. Lee (1999) combined bilinear softening FCM with
spring network approach to simulate crack pattern in a complex RC structure (a bridge
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pier). The load-displacement relation and crack pattern were simulated and compared
with experimental results (Figure 2.13) [34].

Figure 2.13 Crack Pattern from (a) Test (b) Bilinear Softening Model [34]

For crack propagation process research, previous researchers also extended FCM
from Mode I crack to Mode II crack. Using bilinear FCM for bond-slip relation (shear
stress-shear fictitious crack width relation) between concrete and fiber-reinforcedpolymer (FRP), J. Wang (2006) created a closed-form model for FRP strengthened plain
concrete beams under TPB with single crack at mid-span. This model predicts the
interfacial stress distribution, the FRP stress and the ultimate load of the beams [35]. L. D.
Lorenzis and G. Zavarise (2009) also created a closed-form model with linear bond-slip
relation for debonding problem of interface between concrete and FRP [36].
The FCM may also be used to create an analysis model for a splitting test. L. C.
Hoang et al. (2013) created a closed-form model for a concrete splitting test using
bilinear FCM. The predicted ultimate loads match the test results very well (Figure 2.14)
[37].
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Figure 2.14 Calculations Compared with Tests [37]

RC beams or slabs are very common structure members under bending, and
concrete takes both compressive and tensile load at the cross-sections. Researchers made
many efforts to explore and study flexural behavior of concrete beams using FCM,
especially when flexural crack width or moment-curvature relation is of concern.
R. Brincker and H. Dahl (1989) considered a plain concrete beam under TPB.
Single crack at mid-span was assumed and half beam was taken as the model segment.
The mid-span cross-section was discretized into layers of fibers (Figure 2.15). Linear
softening relation was considered. The load-deflection relation can be predicted from this
model [38].
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Figure 2.15 Diagram of R. Brincker and H. Dahl's Model [38]

L. Zhao et al. (2013) created a model for a plain concrete beam under TPB using
FEM with exponential softening relation. The single mid-span crack was assumed. This
model can be used to predict load-deflection relation of the beam under cyclic load [39].

Figure 2.16 Diagram of L. Zhao's Model and Experimental Comparison Result [39]
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J. Plana et al. (2006) created a model using FEM with bilinear softening relation.
This model can be used to predict load-crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD)
relation of a plain concrete beam under TPB. The mid-span single crack was assumed for
this model [40].

Figure 2.17 Diagram of J. Plana's Model [40]

The studies on the plain concrete flexural model with FCM have been introduced
above. Some researchers extended the flexural model with FCM from plain concrete
beams to fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) beams, since fiber in the concrete makes the
softening response more remarkable.
J. Zhang et al. (2006) created a closed-form model with a multi-linear softening
relation for FRC beams under TPB. The single crack was assumed in the mid-span. This
model was used to predict load-CMOD relation and load-crack length relation. The
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model was based on the stress-deformation analysis on the cross-section (Figure 2.18)
[41].

Figure 2.18 Diagram of the Cross-Section Analysis [41]

C. Soranakom and B. Mobasher (2008) created a closed-form model with a
trilinear softening relation for the FRC beam under four-point-bending (FPB). A crack
processing zone (localized zone) was assumed in mid-span. This model gives loaddeflection relation. This model was based on the stress-deformation analysis on one
cross-section, and it is assumed that the obtained moment-curvature relation is shared by
the whole mid-span under pure bending (Figure 2.19) [42].

Figure 2.19 Diagrams for C. Soranakom's Model [42]
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The flexural crack in RC beams is always a concern for researchers, since it
causes erosion in reinforcement and changes the aesthetics. So other than the PC and
FRC, the researchers also extended the flexural model with FCM to RC beams.
A. Carpinteri et al. (2007, 2010) created a numerical flexural model with the
bilinear FCM and his overlapping model for RC beams under TPB [43, 44]. The single
crack at mid-span was assumed. The bond-slip relation between concrete and
reinforcement was also considered in this model. The model gives moment-curvature
relation of the cracked cross-section and the analytical results match the test results
closely (Figure 2.20).

Figure 2.20 Diagram and Result of A. Carpinteri's Model [44]
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W. I. Hamad, J. S. Owen and M. F. M. Hussein (2010) created a flexural model
with an exponential softening relation. This model is for RC beams with multiple flexural
cracks, and the load-deflection and load-rotation relations are predicted. The flexural
cracks were assumed to be equally spaced (Figure 2.21). The bond-slip relation between
reinforcement and concrete was ignored [45].

Figure 2.21 Diagram of W. I. Hamad's Model [45]

B. Chiaia, A. P. Fantilli and P. Vallini (2009) created a flexural model with a
bilinear FCM for RC beams. The bond-slip relation between reinforcement and concrete
was considered. The load-crack width and load-crack spacing relations were predicted.
The analytical results match test results well (Figure 2.22) [46].

Figure 2.22 Analytical Results Compared with Test Results [46]
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For RC beams, FEM was also combined with FCM for a flexural model. T.
Rabczuk, J. Akkermann, J. Eibl (2005) created a very detailed flexural model using FEM
with bilinear FCM. The model was applied for a RC beam under FPB, and the bond-slip
relation between reinforcement and concrete was considered. This model gives the whole
picture of the flexural behavior of the RC beam, including crack pattern, crack width,
deflection (Figure 2.23) [47].

Figure 2.23 Diagram of Model Simulation and Test Result [47]

Other than traditional concrete material, the FCM was also used for some
specially produced concrete. C. Wang, Y. Zhang, Z. Zhao (2012) used FEM with bilinear
FCM for a model of rubberized concrete. Load-CMOD relation from model was
compared with experimental result [48].
In summary for the studies provided above in section 2.3, the materials were all
related to concrete, such as plain concrete, fiber reinforced concrete, reinforced concrete
and rubberized concrete, as well as FRP plate/sheet strengthened concrete. The load
conditions covered by these studies include direct tensile load, bending load, as well as
the shear load between FRP and concrete substrate. The results obtained from these
models include load-deflection relation, load-CMOD relation, and load-curvature relation.
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In this study FPB instead of TPB is focused which means that the multiple cracks
are considered instead of the single crack for TPB. In previous research from W. I.
Hamad et al. [45] the multiple cracks were considered; however, they used both softening
zone width and flexural crack spacing in the model. In the present study the flexural
spacing is emphasized in the analytical model for multiple cracks, and the different
flexural crack spacings for RC beams and FRP strengthened beams are also considered.
2.4 Closed-Form Cracked Hinge Model with FCM
Section 2.3 is a general introduction to the application of FCM on concreterelated materials. In this section, several closed-form cracked hinge models for concrete
related materials will be introduced, and the inspiration of this study is from these models.
The first cracked hinge model with FCM was proposed by J. P. Ulfkjӕr, R.
Brincker and S. Krenk (1990). Plain concrete beams under TPB were considered, and
linear FCM was used. The flexural behavior of the cracked hinge at mid-span was studied
in terms of load-rotation relation. The analytical model was compared with a numerical
FEM, and the comparison showed close match [49].

Figure 2.24 Diagram of J. P. Ulfkjӕr’s Model [49]
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J. P. Ulfkjӕr, S. Krenk and R. Brincker (1995) performed a parametric study on
the cracked hinge model for plain concrete beams proposed before. Linear FCM was used,
and the model was still for plain concrete beams under TPB [3].
G. Wardeh and E. Ghorbel (2012) used a closed-form cracked hinge model with
power-law FCM to simulate load-rotation relation of concrete beams under different frost
damage cycles. The cracked hinge of a plain concrete beam under TPB is considered in
the study [6].
The closed-form cracked hinge model was also extended from plain concrete to
fiber-reinforced concrete. With bilinear FCM, H. Stang, J. F. Olesen (1998) created a
closed-form hinge model for FRC beams under TPB. Other than load-rotation relation,
the load-deflection at mid-span relation was showed in the study, and the parametric
study was performed on the model [50].
Using trilinear FCM, C. Soranakom and B. Mobasher (2007) created a closedform cracked hinge model for load-curvature relation of FRC beams. To deal with FRC
beams under FPB, they discretized the beam into several hinge areas and took the loadcurvature relation from the hinge model to represent the flexural behavior of the whole
span. The load-deflection relations obtained match test results closely (Figure 2.25) [51,
52].
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Figure 2.25 Comparison between Model Result and Test Result [52]

J. P. Ulfkjӕr, O. Hededal, I. Kroon and R. Brincker (1993) applied the cracked
hinge model with linear FCM to RC beams under TPB, and the bond-slip relation was
ignored in this model. The load-rotation relation predicted matches test results closely
(Figure 2.26) [53].

Figure 2.26 Comparison between Model Result and Test Result [53]

From previous studies introduced in this section, it is clear that analyzing the
flexural behavior of concrete-related material cracked hinge model with FCM is a useful
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tool, especially for moment-rotation relation and moment-CMOD relation problems.
Most of the previous studies were focused on TPB with the single crack assumption, and
the crack processing zone width was proposed for FCM analysis. In present study the
multiple flexural cracks are considered, and the flexural crack spacing instead of the
crack processing zone width is proposed for FCM analysis.
2.5 RC Beams with FRP Strengthening under Fatigue Loading
FRP materials have been accepted as a commonly used method for strengthening
conventional materials such as RC structures [54, 55]. FRP strengthening improves static
behavior of RC beams significantly, such as flexural stiffness, loading capacity and
ductility. The studies on RC beams strengthened with FRP subjected to monotonic
loading [56, 57] are abundant and well documented in current design guidelines [58, 59].
However, studies related to beams subjected to fatigue loading are limited.
Considering fatigue degradation of concrete mechanical properties, S. El-Tawil et
al. proposed a fiber section analytical method for RC beams with CFRP strengthening
under static and fatigue loading [60]. The model predicts mid-span deflection
corresponding to certain number of cycles (Figure 2.27).
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Figure 2.27 Mid-Span Deflection versus Number of Cycles [60]

Using the concept of effective moment of inertia [1], C. G. Papakonstantinou et al.
proposed a simple analytical model for RC beams with composites strengthening under
fatigue load [61]. The deflection versus number of cycles relation is given by this model
(Figure 2.28).

Figure 2.28 Mid-Span Normalized Deflection versus Number of Cycles [61]
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L. Bizindavyi et al. looked into bonding behavior between concrete and polymer
under cyclic loading [62]. The S-N curves for bonding between concrete and polymer is
are given in the study (Figure 2.29).

Figure 2.29 S-N Curves [61]

M. Lu and Q. Shi considered the concept of elatic and residual deformation and
proposed a theoretical analysis for deflection calculation [63]. The deflection-number of
cycles relation is also predicted in their study.
In the present study, the serviceability of RC beams with FRP strengthening under
cyclic loading is focused on rather than fatigue life prediction of the structures. An
analytical procedure is proposed with consideration of fatigue degradation of concrete
properties. The deflection-number of cycles relation is given by this model, and this
innovative model can be used for cyclic tests with changing stress levels.
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2.6 Flexural Crack Spacing
In present study the multiple flexural cracks are considered in the analytical
model instead of one single flexural crack. The flexural crack spacing is a key parameter
for the flexural model considering the multiple flexural cracks. In this section several
classic equations that estimate flexural crack spacing are reviewed.
According to the CAN/CSA-S474-04 [64], the average spacing of cracks normal
to the reinforcement can be calculated using Equation 2.1.

Sm  2  C  0.1S   k1k2 dbe heff b / Ast

Equation 2.1 [64]

where C = concrete cover, mm; S = bar spacing of the outer layer of the bars, mm; k1 =
coefficient that characterizes the bond properties of bars (= 0.4 for deformed bars, = 0.8
for plain bars); k2 = coefficient to account for strain gradient = 0.25(1 + 2)/21, 1 and 2
are the largest and smallest tensile strains in the effective embedment zone respectively;
dbe = equivalent bar diameter of the outer layer of the bars, mm; heff = effective
embedment thickness, mm, taken as the greater of (a1 + 7.5dbe) and (a2 + 7.5dbe), but not
greater than the tension zone or half the shell thickness (Figure 2.30); b = width of the
section, mm; and Ast = area of reinforcement within the effective embedment thickness,
mm2.

Figure 2.30 Effective Embedment Thickness [64]
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In the Eurocode EC2 (2004) [65], the average stabilized mean crack spacing is
evaluated using Equation 2.2.

Sm  2C  k1k2

d b Act
4 Ast

Equation 2.2 [65]

where C = concrete cover; db = bar diameter, mm; Act = the effective concrete area in
accordance with Figure 2.31; k1 = 0.8 for deformed bars and 1.6 for plain bars; and k2 =
0.5 for bending and 1.0 for pure tension.
EC 2 code only takes into consideration the effect of the concrete cover and
ignores the influence of the bar spacing of the outer layer of the reinforcing bars.

Figure 2.31 Effective Concrete Area (a) Beam (b) Slab (c) Member in Tension [65, 66]
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The equation of the crack spacing in the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [66] is
different from the previous codes which is based on a bond slip length (Equation 2.3).

2
Sm  ls,max
3

Equation 2.3 [66]

where ls,max = the length over which the slip occurs between the steel reinforcement and
concrete =

db
 s2
1
db
for stabilized cracking and
for single crack formation;
3.6 tCEB
2 b 1   e tCEB

db = the bar diameter; tCEB = effective reinforcement ratio according to the CEB-FIP
Model Code 1990, Ast/Act; Ast = area of tension reinforcement, mm2; Act = effective
concrete area in tension, mm2 (Figure 2.31); s2 = steel stresses in a cracked section under
the applied load, N/mm2; b = the value of the average bond stress, N/mm2 = 1.8fctm(t);
fctm(t) = the mean value of the concrete tensile strength at the time that the crack forms; e
= the ratio between the moduli of elasticity of steel and concrete = Es/Eci; and for the sake



of simplicity, 1   e tCEB

 can be set equal to 1.

According to these classic equations, it is clear that flexural crack spacing is
closely related to rebar diameter, rebar spacing and concrete cover thickness.
2.7 Fracture Energy of Concrete
Fracture energy, usually denoted as GF, is one of the key parameters in the
fictitious crack model, which is equal to the area under strain-softening curve (cohesive
stress-fictitious crack width curve). In the fictitious crack model, the fracture energy,
concrete tensile strength and the concrete strain-softening curve format together can
completely describe the fracture characteristics of concrete. The physical meaning of the
fracture energy is the energy absorbed to create the unit area of fracture surface (unit:
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J/m2 or N/m). Fracture energy is also a quantative measurement of fracture toughness of
materials. The complexity of concrete fracture energy is well recognized. C. Rossellό and
M. Elices performed experimental studies and indicated that the concrete fracture energy
is related to many aspects, such aggregate strength and cement matrix strength, as well as
aggregate-matrix interface property [67]. Some researchers also proposed emprical
equations for GF value, and usually the equations are related to maximum aggregate size
and concrete compressive strength [68, 69].
To experimentally measure concrete fracture energy, a three-point-bending test on
notched concrete beams was proposed by RILEM [70]. Intensive experimental studies
were performed by previous researchers to measure the GF value of concrete [69, 71, 72,
73]. Based on these experimental results, the typical fracture energy of concrete ranges
from 50 to 200 N/m.
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CHAPTER III

3. ANALYTICAL FLEXURAL MODEL FOR MONOTONIC LOADING

3.1 Basic Assumptions
3.1.1 Materials Properties
Concrete under compression: The concrete compressive constitutive relation is
taken after S. Popovics (Equation 3.1) [60, 74].

c 

nfc'   c /  c' 
n  1    c /  c' 

Equation 3.1

nk

where σc = concrete stress; fc' = unconfined compressive strength (cylinder strength); εc =
concrete strain;  c' = concrete strain at fc' ; n = 0.8 + fc' /17 ( fc' in MPa unit); and k =
(0.67 + fc' /62) > 1 for (  c /  c' ) > 1, otherwise k = 1 ( fc' in MPa unit).
Concrete under tension: The concrete tensile constitutive relation is treated in two
manners. Before tensile strength is reached concrete has a linear elastic behavior and after
the tensile strength is reached the fictitious crack begins propagating. In the latter stage
with fictitious crack presence, the strain softening behavior takes effect until the fictitious
crack reaches critical fictitious crack width, after which the real crack develops. The
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cohesive stress-fictitious crack width power-law relation is taken after H. W. Reinhardt
(Equation 3.2) [5, 12].
  w n 
 fc   tu 1    
  wc  

Equation 3.2

where σfc = cohesive stress; σtu = concrete tensile strength; w = fictitious crack width; wc
= critical fictitious crack width; n = power-law constant.
Steel reinforcing bars under tension: The steel has elastic-perfectly plastic
behavior (Figure 3.1 (a)).
FRP strengthening strips under tension: The FRP has a linear elastic behavior
(Figure 3.1 (b)).

(a) Steel Tensile Behavior

(b) FRP Tensile Behavior

Figure 3.1 Constitutive Relations

3.1.2 Geometric Properties
Crack band assumption: During the experimental work it is noticed that the
flexural cracks in the pure bending section of RC beams with FRP strengthening under
FPB are evenly spaced (Figure 3.2). Based on this observation, the middle section is
divided into several flexural crack bands (crack hinges) (Figure 3.3). The width of the
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crack band is assumed as 0.5 of the height for RC beams without FRP, and 0.3 of the
height for RC beams with FRP. The flexural crack spacing values used here are based on
the observation during the test. However, the prediction equations of crack spacing can
also be incorporated into this model, such as the classic equations in section 2.6.

(a) RC Beams without FRP

(b) RC Beams with FRP
Figure 3.2 Flexural Cracks
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Figure 3.3 Crack Bands Assumption for Beams under FPB

The plane section assumption: The plane sections (boundary sections) between
the crack bands remain plane due to symmetry.
Deformation in steel/FRP: There is no relative slip at the boundary lines between
the crack bands. The average stresses in steel and FRP of crack band are considered in
the analytical model.
3.2 Fiber Section Analysis
The fiber section method is applied for the analysis of the crack band (Figure 3.4
(a)). The band is discretized vertically into layers of fibers (Figure 3.4 (b)) and each layer
of fiber only takes tensile/compressive load. The bending analysis of structure is replaced
by a set of tensile/compressive analyses with this method.
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Figure 3.4 Model Diagram

This model is a displacement-based model, which means the independent input
variable is the rotational angle/displacement of the boundary line of the crack band (θ in
Figure 3.4 (a)), which is directly related to the curvature κ of the crack band (Equation
3.3).



2
s

Equation 3.3

where s = flexural crack spacing/crack band length. From Figure 3.3, it is obvious that
flexural crack spacing equals the crack band length.
For each given curvature κ, if the neutral axis (N. A.) position is known, the
normal strain distribution of the fibers can be determined (Equation 3.4).

 c(i)   y(i) ,  s   ys ,  f   yf

Equation 3.4

where ε = strain of fiber; y = the distance from fiber to N. A..
N. A. position can be obtained using horizontal equilibrium for given κ (Equation
3.5). The axial result force should be zero since there is no axial load applied in the beam.
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n

0   (i) A(i)   s As   f Af

Equation 3.5

i 1

where σ = stress in fiber; A = area of fiber.
For stress calculation the stresses in steel and FRP will be based on the average
strains from Equation 3.4 and the constitutive assumptions. For concrete stress
calculation, there will be four cases in the cross-section of the crack band. For concrete
under compression, Equation 3.1 will be used. For concrete under tension there are three
cases. When concrete tensile strain is less than the tensile strain corresponding to the
concrete tensile strength, the stress-strain relation follows an elastic behavior. When
concrete tensile strain in a fiber is more than concrete ultimate tensile strain, the strain
should be converted to displacement of both ends of that fiber. This displacement
contains two parts. One is the concrete deformation and the other is the crack width
(Equation 3.6). Also, if this is the case, the linear crack profile is assumed to be able to
further simplify the nonlinearity. When w(i) is less than critical fictitious crack model, the
cohesive stress will be obtained according to Equation 3.2.
u(i)   (i) s   y(i) s   c(i) s  w(i)  2 a

(i )

Equation 3.6

where u(i) = displacement of fiber i; ε(i) = effective strain in fiber i; s = flexural crack
spacing/crack brand length; y(i) = distance from centroid of fiber i to n. A.; w(i) =
fictitious/real crack width in fiber i; a(i) = distance from N.A. to centroid of fiber i.
Based on the fundamental assumptions in section 3.1 and the discussions above, a
numerical fiber section model is established for moment-curvature relation of one crack
band (Equation 3.7).
n

M    (i) A(i) y(i)

Equation 3.7

i 1
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This numerical model is carried out using MATLAB®. The direct output result is
moment-curvature relation (Figure 3.5). Based on this output, load-deflection relation is
predicted using moment-area theorem and also the load-CMOD is obtained by geometric
analysis and H. Tada's result [41, 75, 76].
A closed-form analytical model for flexural behavior of the crack band was also
obtained in the present study as shown in Appendix A.

Figure 3.5 Moment-Curvature Relation from Model for a RC Beam

3.3 Load-Deflection Relation by Moment-Area Theorem
With the methodology presented in section 3.2 the moment-curvature relation can
be obtained (Figure 3.5) for one crack band under pure bending.
Using Mohr's First Theorem Equation 3.3 can be obtained (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 Diagram for Using Mohr's First Theorem

dBA =B  A  2    dx=  dx= s
B

B

A

A

Equation 3.8

Equation 3.8 is an equivalent to Equation 3.3.
Next, apply Mohr's Second Theorem for the mid-span deflection of a beam under
FPB (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 Diagram for Using Mohr's Second Theorem

tA/C    xdx
C

Equation 3.9

A

where tA/C = deviation of tangent at point C with respect to the tangent at point A (Figure
3.7);x = centroid of κ diagram measured horizontally from point A.
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In section 3.2 the moment-curvature relation of one crack-band can be obtained.
Based on this relation, an approximate method to determine mid-span deflection of a
simply-supported beam under FPB is built. It is worth mentioning that this method is not
limited to FPB but is also applicable for other loading arrangements.
The approximate method is started with a moment diagram for FPB (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Moment Diagram of a Beam under FPB

Due to symmetry, it is possible to focus on one half of the beam and divide the
half beam into several segments (Figure 3.9). For example, in Figure 3.9 the half beam is
divided into nine segments with segment width equal to half the depth of the beam. For
each segment consider constant bending moment and the moment value is determined as
the moment at the center of this segment. With the value of moment and the momentcurvature relation found in section 3.2, the curvature of the segment can be determined.
The complexity of integration in Equation 3.9 is simplified significantly because each
segment only has a constant curvature value. For instance, the mid-span deflection
integration calculation of the beam in Figure 3.9 is simplified as shown in Equation 3.10.
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Figure 3.9 Divide Half Beam into Segments

9

tA/ C    i xi ssegment

Equation 3.10

i 1

where κi = constant curvature of segement i corresponding to its assumed constant
moment Mi;xi = distance from the center of segment i to left hinge support; ssegment =
width of segment.
As mentioned in section 3.1, the moment-curvature relation is based on crack
band assumption. The width of the crack band depends on flexural crack spacing of the
beam. However, in this approximate deflection calculation it is not necessary for width of
the segment in Equation 3.10 to be exactly equal to the assumed width of crack band. The
only requirement is that the width of the segment should be equal to or bigger than the
width of the crack band. The larger the width of the segment is, the larger error expected.
With the approximate method discussed above in this section, it is clear that the
load-deflection relation can be obtained based on the moment-curvature relation
determined previously (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Force-Deflection Relation from Model

3.4 Moment-CMOD Relation
Section 3.3 shows the approximate model in which the load-deflection relation
can be obtained based on the moment-curvature relation given in section 3.2. In this
section a model for Moment-CMOD relation will be introduced. This model is also based
on the fiber section analysis in section 3.2.
The calculation of CMOD in a crack band includes two phases (Figure 3.11). First,
the CMOD comes from the deformation due to pre-notch only, when there is no crack
propagating in the cross-section. Secondly, after the crack presents in the cross-section,
the CMOD contains two parts. One is from deformation due to pre-notch, and the other is
from the crack expansion as in Equation 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Two Phases of CMOD Calculation

CMODtotal  CMODpre-notch  CMODcrack

Equation 3.11

In phase I, the CMOD due to pre-notch is determined as H. Tada's result in
Equation 3.12.

CMOD pre-notch
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0.66  24Ma0
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 0.8-1.7  0  2.4  0  
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1  H 

 


Equation 3.12 [75]

where a0 = length of pre-notch; H = depth of beam; b = width of beam.
Equation 3.12 is applicable for phase I until the crack presents in the cross-section.
In phase II where the crack begins propagating, the crack deformation due to pre-notch
contains two terms. One is as in Equation 3.12 with moment value Mtu, and the other is
rotational deformation from θ - θtu as in Equation 3.13.

CMODpre-notch
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Equation 3.13
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where Mcr = Cracking moment giving concrete bottom stress value of concrete tensile
strength; dNA = depth of neutral axis; θ = rotational deformation in terms of radian; θcr =
rotational deformation corresponding to Mcr.
The CMOD due to crack propagating is determined as in Equation 3.14.

CMODcrack  w

Equation 3.14

where w = fictitious/real crack width in the bottom concrete fiber.
With the analytical model discussed above in this section, it is clear that the loadCMOD relation can be obtained through Equation 3.11 to Equation 3.14 (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12 Moment-CMOD Relation from Model
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CHAPTER IV

4. ANALYTICAL FLEXURAL MODEL FOR FATIGUE LOADING

4.1 Basic Assumptions
In this study the concept of effective moment of inertia is adopted. The effective
moment of inertia here is not only related to service moment and cracking moment but
also associated with fatigue degradation of concrete properties.
N-S curve of concrete: The fatigue life of concrete is predicted as in Equation 4.1.
This empirical equation is according to J. O. Holmen [77].
log10 Nf  1.839Smax 3.033

Equation 4.1 [77]

where Smax = ratio of maximum cyclic-dependent stress to concrete compressive strength;
Nf = cyclic-dependent number of cycles to failure for a specified probability of failure
(Equation 4.1 is obtained at 50% probability of failure and for Smin = 0.05). Concrete
modulus: The concrete Young’s modulus for monotonic loading is taken as in ACI 318
[1]. The fatigue degradation effect on concrete modulus is considered as in Equation 4.2
according to S. El-Tawil [60].
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0.043 wc3 f c ' ,

Ec  

N
3
0.043 wc f c ' 1-0.33
Nf



monotonic response

,


fatigue degradation

Equation 4.2 [1, 60]

where Ec = concrete Young’s modulus in MPa; wc = unit weight of concrete in kg/m3 =
2320 kg/m3; fc' = concrete compressive strength in MPa; N = number of load cycles.
Modulus of rupture: The modulus of rupture of concrete for monotonic loading is
taken as ACI 209 [78]. The cyclic dependent modulus of rupture is proposed in the
present study as shown in Equation 4.3.

g r wc f c ' ,
monotonic response [67]

fr  
 log10 N 
fatigue degradation
,
 g r wc f c ' 1 log10 N f 


Equation 4.3

where gr = 0.012 to 0.021, 0.012 is a conservative value, while 0.018~0.021 gives more
realistic result [78].
The fatigue degradation in steel reinforcement and FRP strengthening is ignored.
4.2 Cyclic-Dependent Flexural Analytical Model
Before starting the analytical model introduction, it should be noticed in advance
that this model is targeted at specimens under low maximum cyclic load only, where the
cyclic load range is considered as a percentage range of ultimate capacity. As in the
present study, the load range is 12% ~ 60% of the ultimate load, and the ultimate load is
obtained from monotonic tests.
The load corresponding to maximum fatigue load and minimum fatigue load is
denoted as Pmax and Pmin respectively, and in present study as mentioned before, Pmax =
60%Pult as well as Pmin = 12%Pult. The corresponding moments caused by
aforementioned loads are denoted as Mmax and Mmin.
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The proposed model is a cyclic-dependent model. Cyclic-dependent means that
the mechanical properties of concrete change with the increase of number of cycles. The
final number of cycles under consideration in the present study is 2 million. This is
divided into several intervals with certain increments such as 0.05 or 0.1 million.
The cyclic-dependent maximum and minimum stress in concrete can be expressed
as in Equation 4.4.

 max/ min, i 

M max/ min xi
Ii

Equation 4.4

where Mmax = maximum applied moment corresponding to Pmax (N-mm); Mmin =
minimum applied moment corresponding to Pmin (N-mm); xi = cyclic-dependent depth of
neutral axis (mm); Ii = cyclic-dependent moment of inertia (mm4); i = index
corresponding to number of cycles under concern.
The cyclic-dependent depth of neutral axis, xi can be established using
transformed area method by solving the following equilibrium equation (Equation 4.5).
bxi 2
 ns, i As '  xi  ds ' +ns, i As  xi  ds   nf , i Af  xi  df   0
2

 

Equation 4.5

where b = width of the beam; As = cross-sectional area of steel reinforcement; As' = crosssectional area of steel reinforcement in compression side; Af = cross-sectional area of
FRP sheet attached to the tension face of the beam; ds = distance from top to the centroid
of steel reinforcement; ds' = distance from top to the centroid of steel reinforcement at
compression side; df = distance from top to the centroid of FRP sheet; ns = the modular
ratio of steel, defined as the ratio between modulus of elasticity of steel and the cyclicdependent modulus of elasticity of concrete Ec, i; nf = the modular ratio of FRP sheet,
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defined as the ratio between modulus of elasticity of FRP and the cyclic-dependent
modulus of elasticity of concrete Ec, i.
The analytic procedure is developed by considering the change of concrete fatigue
response along the increments. The predictive model is established by modifying the
empirical equations obtained from J. O. Holmen (Equation 4.1) [77]. The advantage of
the proposed expression is that it can determine the number of cycles to failure at variable
stress levels. The modified expression of N-S curve is as in Equation 4.6.
log10 Nf, i  1.839Smax, i 3.033

where Smax,

i

Equation 4.6

= cyclic-dependent ratio of maximum stress to concrete compressive

strength; Nf, i = cyclic-dependent number of cycles to failure for a specified probability of
failure (Equation 4.6 is obtained at 50% probability of failure and for Smin = 0.05); i =
index corresponding to number of cycles under concern.
Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 are also modified for discretized number of cycles
as in Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8.

Ec, i


0.043 wc3 f c ' ,
if i  0




Ni 
3
 , if i  1 to n
0.043 wc f c ' 1-0.33
N f, i -1 




Equation 4.7

f r, i


g r wc f c ' ,
if i  0



 log10 Ni 
 , if i  1 to n
 g r wc f c ' 1
log
N
10
f,
i
-1





Equation 4.8

From the proposed modulus of rupture, the corresponding cracking moment, the
effective moment of inertia and the deflection can be determined. The flow chart of the
proposed analytical procedure is showed in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Flow Chart for Proposed Analytical Procedure
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In the present study, the specimen will be RC beams with FRP strengthening
under FPB. In this case, the expression for mid-span deflection is as in Equation 4.9.
2
PBL2 
B 
i 
3  4   
24 Ec, i I i 
 L  

Equation 4.9

where P = load; B = distance from support to loading point; L = span length (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 Diagram for Deflection Calculation

The analytical model gives mainly two results. One is flexural rigidity-number of
cycles relation (Figure 4.3) and the other is deflection-number of cycles relation (Figure
4.4) (with 0.05 million number of cycles increment).
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Figure 4.3 Flexural Rigidity-Number of Cycles Relation

Figure 4.4 Mid-Span Deflection-Number of Cycles Relation
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CHAPTER V

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this study, in order to validate analytical models, FPB tests on RC beams
with/without FRP strengthening were conducted.
5.1 Constituent Materials
5.1.1 Concrete
The mixture design of the concrete used in all specimens is consistent as shown in
Table 5.1 Concrete Mixture Design.
Table 5.1 Concrete Mixture Design
Weights
for one cubic meter concrete
(kg)
164
350
1065
720
1.89

Constituent Materials
Type I Portland Cement
Water
Fine Aggregate
Coarse Aggregate
Super Plasticizer

The super plasticizer used is Sika® ViscoCrete® 2100 High Range Water Reducer
(HRWR). The HRWR was added to mixture to increase the workability of the concrete
for casting.
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5.1.2 Steel Reinforcement
Grade 60 #3 rebar is used for both longitudinal reinforcement at the tension side
(Figure 5.1) and stirrups (Figure 5.2). A #2 iron rod is used as longitudinal reinforcement
at the compression side hold reinforcement skeleton (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Longitudinal Reinforcement

Figure 5.2 Stirrup

5.1.3 FRP Strengthening Sheet
SikaWrap® Hex 103C FRP strengthening material is used in this study (Figure
5.3). Carbon fibers are fabricated unidirectionally with thin string woven in transverse
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direction bundling carbon fibers together. The thickness of the sheet was measured as
1.00 mm.

Figure 5.3 SikaWrap® Hex 103C FRP

5.1.4 Epoxy Adhesive
The epoxy resin used in this study is Sikadur® 300 (Figure 5.4). This epoxy resin
was used both for impregnation of carbon fiber sheet to become FRP and the bonding
adhesive material between concrete and FRP. Sikadur® 300 is provided in a four-gallon
unit of two componenets (A and B) with the volume ratio of A:B = 2.82:1.18. The
component A and B are mixed at a certain ratio for curing and hardening accoding to user
instructions from manufacture.
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Figure 5.4 Sikadur® 300 (Adhesive Material)

5.2 Beam Specimen Geometry Design
There are mainly four types of beam specimens, RC beam, RC beam with FRP
strengthening, RC beam with pre-notch, as well as RC beam with FRP strengthening and
pre-notch (Figure 5.5). The pre-notch at the mid-span of some specimen was set up for
favoring the location of the flexural crack and measurement of CMOD (Figure 5.6).

(a) Geometry Detail of RC Beam
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(b) Geometry Detail of RC Beam with FRP

(c) Geometry Detail of RC Beam with Pre-Notch

(d) Geometry Detail of RC Beam with FRP and Pre-Notch
Figure 5.5 Geometry Detail of Specimens (Unit: mm)
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Figure 5.6 Notch Detail (Unit: mm)

5.3 Specimen Preparation
5.3.1 RC Beams Preparation
According to the geometry design in section 5.2, formworks were built (Figure
5.7).

Figure 5.7 Formworks
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The steel rebars were cut as designed (Figure 5.8). After rebars were ready, the
reinforcement skeletons were built as designed and the rebars were connected using tiewires (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.8 Rebars Cut as Designed

Figure 5.9 Rebar Skeletons and Tie-Wire Connections

The skeletons were placed in formworks afterwards and the bottom protection
layer thickness is maintained by the wooden blocks (Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 Rebar Skeletons Placed in Formworks and Wood Block as Support Chair

The mid-span pre-notch was also carried out by keeping a wood block at the midspan (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11 Wood Block for Mid-Span Pre-Notch

The concrete constituent materials were weighted as designed, mixed in a mixer
and casted in formworks. Afterwards the tamping was done with tamping rods (Figure
5.12).
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Figure 5.12 Mixing and Casting

The curing is done by covering the formworks with a waterproof plastic sheet,
and every day the specimens were watered thoroughly. After 28 days of curing, the
specimens were demolded (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13 Curing and Demolding

5.3.2 FRP Strengthening Preparation
The FRP sheets were attached at the tension side of the specimens for tensile
strengthening.
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Before attachment of FRP, the epoxy prime coating should be applied at the
bottom surface of the specimen to be able to build a strong bonding between the concrete
and FRP. The application of a prime coating needs surface treatment. With the grinder,
the bottom surface of the specimen was slightly grooved (Figure 5.14). Then the surface
was cleaned by brush sweeping and water rinsing. After the surface dried up, the epoxy
was applied uniformly along the bottom concrete surface. This thin layer of epoxy
coating is the prime coating. The prime coating needs 24 hours to cure. After the prime
coating was fully cured, the sandpaper was used to slightly groove the prime coating
(Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.14 Surface Treatment for Prime Coating

Figure 5.15 Prime Coating
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Prime coating is the concrete surface preparation treatment for FRP attachment.
After prime coating was fully cured and slightly grooved, the FRP sheet was cut into
strips with widths of 92.00 mm each with scissors. The FRP strips were then placed on
top of a plastic sheet and evenly saturated with epoxy resin (Figure 5.16). The saturated
FRP strip was placed on top of the prime coating without wrinkles, and then pressed in a
longitudinal direction to remove the trapped air (Figure 5.17). After mounting the FRP,
the specimens should not be touched or moved for at least 45 minutes of workable time
for FRP hardening. During this time the strip alignment or lifting can be adjusted. The
FRP strengthening on concrete needs seven-days to fully cure. It needs at least two days
curing to move and five days more to reach full strength.

Figure 5.16 FRP Saturated with FRP
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Figure 5.17 FRP Attached to Concrete Beams

5.4 Tests
5.4.1 Concrete Compressive Test
For both of the analytical models introduced in chapter 3 and chapter 4, concrete
compressive strength is a key input value. A total of six 4 by 8 cylindrical concrete
samples were prepared for the compressive test (Figure 5.18) and these samples were
casted and cured along with the beam specimens. The compressive test setup is as in
Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.18 Concrete Cylindrical Samples
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Figure 5.19 Compressive Test Setup

The compressive strength of the samples was taken as the average value of all
testing results and the compressive strength is 72.0 MPa.
5.4.2 Monotonic FPB Test
A total of ten RC beams with/without FRP strengthening were tested with
monotonic FPB loading setup. The loading configuration is shown in Figure 5.20. It is
worth mentioning that Figure 5.20 only shows the specimen of a RC beam with FRP and
pre-notch; however, the loading configuration is the same for all of the specimens. All the
monotonic tests were controlled by displacment and the load rate was set as 1.52mm/min
to minimize the dynamic effect on structural response.

Figure 5.20 Loading Configuration (Unit: mm)
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Three types of data were acquired from these tests. The first is the real-time load
during the testing process and the load reading was recorded through the load unit of the
MTS machine. The second is the real-time mid-span deflection during the test process
and the deflection reading was taken by the linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT). The third is the CMOD data recorded through clip-gage. The data acquisition
setup is shown in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21 Data Acquisition System

The ultimate loads from monotonic tests are listed in Table 5.2. According to the
data acquired in the table it is determined that the average ultimate load of RC beams
without FRP is 35.6 kN while the average ultimate load for RC beams with FRP is 66.7
kN. It was noted during the tests that the failure modes are different from RC beam
specimens and the FRP strengthened RC beams. All the FRP strengthened specimens
failed by interfacial debonding between concrete and FRP, while all the RC beams failed
by excessive deflection at mid-span. It was also noted that the pre-notch doesn't change
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the ultimate load or failure mode notably. However, for the FRP strengthened beams the
debonding initiation spot tends to be located at pre-notch.
Table 5.2 Ultimate Load
Ultimate Load
(kN)
CM
32.9
NCM
31.6
MO1
69.0
MO2
60.5
MT1
64.5
MT2
71.2
NM1
43.2
NM2
40.9
NMO1
59.6
NMO2
60.0
Note: N = pre-notched; C = control beam; M = monotonic loading; O = one layer FRP; T
= two layer FRP.
Beam #

5.4.3 Cyclic FPB Test
A total of eight specimens were tested with cyclic FPB test setup. The loading
geometric configuration is the same as the configuration for monotonic tests, which is
shown in Figure 5.20.
The key factors of cyclic loading include maximum load, minimum load, and
frequency, as well as cyclic load shape. In this study the serviceablity of RC beams under
cyclic load is focused. Therefore, the maximum load is chosen as 60% of the ultimate
load while the minimum load is chosen as 12% of the ultimate load (Table 5.3). The
reason for choosing 60% of the ultimate load as maximum load is because previous
studies indicate that a maximum fatigue load up to 50-60% of the yield capacity of
statically loaded beams is within the service load [79]. The frequency of the cyclic load is
chosen as 2 Hz. This 2 Hz frequency is selected according to previous researchers'
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suggestion to avoid the hysteresis effect [80]. The sinusoidal shape is selected for the
cyclic load shape. Also, the maximum number of cycles for testing is set as 2 million
cycles as in many previous studies [79].
To be able to capture the flexural rigidity variance and the deflection change
along with the increase of number of cycles at a certain number of cycles, such as at the
beginning, 0.05 millionth cycle or 1.0 millionth cycle, the frequency of the cyclic load
was reduced to 0.01 Hz for 15 cycles. This would allow the load unit and LVDT to take
real-time readings within these 15 cycles. The data acquisition system setup is also the
same as for monotonic tests, shown in Figure 5.21.
Table 5.3 Cyclic Load

Specimens without
FRP Strengthening
Specimens with
FRP Strengthening

Pult (kN)

Pmin = 12%Pult (kN)

Pmax = 60%Pult (kN)

35.6

4.3

21.4

66.7

8.0

40.0
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CHAPTER VI

6. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this section, the analytical results will be compared with experimental results.
These results include load-CMOD relation and load-deflection relation from monotonic
tests, as well as rigidity-number of cycles relation and deflection-number of cycles
relation from cyclic tests.
6.1 Crack Mouth Opening Displacement
6.1.1 Plain Concrete Beams
As introduced before, the analytical model for monotonic loading is a universal
model, so it is also applicable for plain concrete beams. In this section the load-CMOD
relation data was collected from one of the previous studies by Z. Zhao et al.. In Z. Zhao's
study, the mid-span pre-notched plain concrete beam specimens were tested with threepoint-bending (TPB) and the load-CMOD curves were recorded [81].
The plain concrete specimens' properties are listed as in Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and
Table 6.3. Using these data as input for the analytical model the analytical results can be
compared with experimental curves.
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Table 6.1 Mixture Proportions [81]
Concrete
Mix

Unit weight (kg/m3)

Maximum
gravel size

C
W
F.A.
S
G
W.R
A.E.
SG3
20 mm (0.8 in.)
240
135
60
814
1154 1.80 0.0195
SG4
20 mm (0.8 in.)
309
135
77
744
1145 2.32 0.0251
SG5
20 mm (0.8 in.)
420
140
47
698
1121 2.80 0.0280
SG6
40 mm (1.6 in.)
168
120
72
769
1287 1.44 0.0168
Note: C = cement; W = water; F.A. = fly ash; S = sand; G = gravel; W.R. = water reducer;
A.E. = air entrainment.

Table 6.2 Mechanical Properties [81]
Concrete
Mix
SG3
SG4
SG5
SG6

Compressive
Strength (MPa)
50.9
56.4
50.2
50.8

Secant
Modulus (GPa)
30.4
30.5
34.8
33.1

Initial Tangent
Modulus (GPa)
35.7
35.9
41.0
38.9

Table 6.3 Dimensions of Specimens [81]
D (mm)
L/S (mm)
N (mm)
W (mm)
300
1300/1200
120
120
Note: D = beam depth; L = beam length; S = distance between supports; N = pre-notch
depth; W = beam width.

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show that the analytical results match the testing data
closely. The model can reveal the trend of P-CMOD relation very well. It is known that
concrete is a heterogeneous material and its tensile strength and fracture behavior vary
from one batch to another even with the similar proportions. Therefore, this analytical
model provides a good result of P-CMOD relation with consideration of tensile strength
and crack propagation.
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In the analytical model, concrete tensile strength is calculated according to
Equation 6.1 from the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [66]. Concrete fracture toughness GF
is taken as 100 N/m, which is a typical value for concrete.
 tu  0.3 cu 2/3

Equation 6.1 [66]

where tu = concrete tensile strength (MPa); cu = concrete compressive strength (MPa).

Figure 6.1 P-CMOD Curves of Specimens SG3 and SG4
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Figure 6.2 P-CMOD Curves of Specimens SG3 and SG4

6.1.2 RC Beams without FRP
Using clip-gage, the CMOD data was collected for the specimens with pre-notch.

Figure 6.3 P-CMOD Curves of Specimens NCM and NM
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Figure 6.3 shows that the analytical model works well for load-CMOD relation of
RC beams.
6.1.3 RC Beams with FRP
After the model was compared with both plain concrete specimens and RC beam
specimens, the analytical results were compared with testing results from RC beam
specimens with FRP strengthening.

Figure 6.4 P-CMOD Curves of Specimens NMO1 and NMO2

Figure 6.4 shows that the analytical model works well for load-CMOD relation of
RC beams with FRP strengthening.
6.2 Mid-Span Deflection
In this section the load-deflection curves from analytical model will be compared
with experimental results.
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6.2.1 RC Beams without FRP
The analytical and experimental curves are shown in Figure 6.5. It is clear that the
analytical curve matches experimental curves very closely.

Figure 6.5 P-Deflection Curves of Specimens CM, NCM and NM2

6.2.2 RC Beams with FRP
The analytical and experimental curves are shown in Figure 6.6. In Figure 6.6
ModelO means analytical model for one layer FRP, while ModelT means analytical
model for two-layer FRP. The analytical results show a good match with experimental
results. The load-deflection relation doesn't change significantly from one layer FRP to
two-layer FRP in both analytical results and experimental results.
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Figure 6.6 P-Deflection Curves of Specimens MT1, MT2, NMO1 and NMO2

6.3 Rigidity Degradation under Cyclic Loading
In section 6.3 the experimental results from cyclic tests will be presented and
compared with analytical results. Figure 6.7 shows the load-deflection curves of certain
numbers of cycles from fatigue tests. Figure 6.7 can tell the deflection change trend of the
beams under service level cyclic loading. It is easy to see that after the first cycle there is
an increase in deflection due to cyclic load, and then there is a stable stage of deflection
afterwards. This phenomenon can be explained by the analytical model discussed in
chapter 4. Figure 6.8 shows the flexural rigidity change curve versus the increase of
number of cycles. The analytical model indicates that the flexural rigidity mainly
degrades in the first 5,000 cycles for the beam under service level cyclic load, and then
the flexural rigidity will stay in a relatively stable status. Figure 6.9 presents the
comparison of normalized defelctions between experimental data and the proposed
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analytical solutions at different gr values. The analytical solution predicts the deflection
closely to the experimental data.
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Figure 6.7 Load-Deflection Curves from Fatigue Tests

The designation in Figure 6.7 means: C = control beam; F = fatigue loading; N =
pre-notched; T = two-layer FRP.

Figure 6.8 Flexural Rigidity versus Number of Cycles
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Figure 6.9 Normalized Mid-Span Deflection versus Number of Cycles

The designation in Figure 6.9 means: C = control beam; F = fatigue loading; N =
pre-notched; T = two-layer FRP. The cyclic load range of specimen FT1 is 15%-75% of
the ultimate load, while all the other specimens have the same cyclic load range of 12%60% of the ultimate load which is corresponding to the service level load. Specimen FT1
failed after 0.3 million number of cycles, while all the other specimens sustained 2
million number of cycles without failure.
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CHAPTER VII

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusion
In this study, the flexural behavior of RC beams was the main focus. Both
monotonic and cyclic loadings were considered. A universal flexural analytical model
was created for RC beams under monotonic loading, while a fatigue analytical model was
created for cyclic loading. To validate the analytical models, the experimental work had
been done within this study.
1. A universal flexural analytical model was created for RC beams with/without
FRP strengthening under monotonic loading. This model gives load-CMOD relation and
moment-curvature relation, as well as load-deflection relation.
2. An analytical model was created for RC beams under service level cyclic
loading. This model shows the flexural rigidity degradation versus number of cycles
relation and also the deflection change with the number of cycles.
3. Experimental work had been done to validate the analytical models. The results
from both models showed a good match with the experimental data.
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7.2 Recommendation for Future Research
The model for monotonic loading should be compared with other models, such as
finite element models (FEM) or some empirical models. Explore the possibility of using
this analytical model for determining fracture toughness of concrete. Also, the parametric
study can be performed for the model, such as the change of width of the cracking band,
number of layers of FRP, and so on.
To further develop the analytical model, the bond-slip model in the concrete-FRP
and concrete-steel interfaces should be considered. The flexural crack spacing models for
RC beams can be incorporated into the analytical model. The flexural crack spacing
model for FRP strengthened RC beams should be explored. The model can be also used
for flexural strength prediction.
The model for cyclic loading should also be compared with other models. The
other concrete fatigue property model can be used in the future for better results. The
fatigue model in this study can be used for stress level changing fatigue loading, and the
related experimental study can be done in the future to validate the model.
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APPENDIX A – THE CLOSED-FORM ANALYTICAL MODEL

A.1 Analytical Flexural Model for Plain Concrete
The model takes into consideration the concrete strain softening effect using FCM
for plain concrete beams under bending. The detailed derivation of a nonlinear FC
flexural model of the crack band will be presented in this section.
In this model, most of the basic assumptions including both mechanical properties
and geometric properties are the same as in section 3.1. The only difference is the
concrete compressive constitutive relation. In section 3.1, the concrete constitutive
relation are taken as S. Popovics’ nonlinear model (Equation 3.1) [60, 74]. However, in
the closed-form analysis the linear concrete compressive constitutive model is used to
simplify the derivation of the equations.
According to the assumptions stated in section 3.1 and the concrete linear
compressive constitutive model, the complete flexural mechanical behavior of the crack
band is comprised of three phases (Figure A.1).
Phase I: Before the concrete tensile strength tu is reached, the crack band stays in
the elastic status.
Phase II: After the tensile strength tu is reached, the fictitious crack develops in
the cross-section.
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Phase III: After the critical fictitious crack width is reached, the real crack begins
propagating in the cross-section.

Figure A.1 Stress Distribution in Different Phases (Phase I, II, III from Left to Right)

The moment-rotational deformation relation of the crack band is studied first, and
only the bending deformation at the crack band is considered (Figure A.2). The shear
deformation is ignored in the analysis.

Figure A.2 Detailed Deformation Diagram of the Crack Band
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The longitudinal deformation of the crack band consists of two portions. One is
the deformation in concrete uc and the other is the crack opening displacement w
(Equation A.1).

u  uc  w

Equation A.1

where u = total longitudinal deformation; uc = longitudinal deformation in concrete; w =
crack opening displacement.
At the neutral axis, there is zero stress/strain, so the elongation of horizontal fiber
in the crack band is zero. Due to the plane section assumption, there is a general relation
between rotation θ and deformation u (Equation A.2).

u  2  y  cb  af  a 

Equation A.2

where  = rotational deformation of the boundary sections; y = position of the concerned
point, measured from the bottom of the beam; cb = height of the concrete section with
tensile stress; af = length of fictitious crack; a = length of real crack.
Also, in Equation A.2 for phase I, af = 0, a = 0; for phase II, a = 0.
Phase I:
In this phase the concrete is linear elastic. Equilibrium in crack band cross-section
gives the position of the neutral axis cb (measured from the bottom of the cross-section).

cb 

1
h
2

Equation A.3

where h = depth of the beam section.
From Equation A.3, the relation between moment M and rotation θ can be
established as in Equation A.4.
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 2 h  cb 2
1 bh 2 cb 
M 
bh Ec 
Ec 
3 s
3 s


Equation A.4

Due to the difference of stress statuses for different phases, It is important to
determine the critical states between phases. The critical state between phase I and phase
II is that t = tu. For critical state fc is given in Equation A.5 (the critical angle from
which fictitious crack begins propagating).

fc 

s tu
2 Ec cb

Equation A.5

where fc = critical angle between phase I and phase II; s = crack band length/flexural
crack spacing; tu = concrete tensile strength; Ec = elastic modulus of concrete.
Phase II:
In phase II, after the tensile strength of concrete is reached, the fictitious crack
develops. Since the relation of t = tu is held at the crack tip during phase II, the length
of concrete in tensile elastic status is given in Equation A.6.

cb 

 tu s
2 Ec

Equation A.6

From the stress continuity in the fictitious crack portion of beam cross-section, the
relation between the length of the fictitious crack af and the width of the crack opening w0
is given in Equation A.7.
w
 s w 
af  0  tu  0 
2 2 Ec  wc 

n

Equation A.7

The stress distribution in fictitious crack is assumed as in Equation A.8.
a y
 f   tu  ( tu   0 )  f

 af 

m

Equation A.8
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where 0 ≤ y ≤ af; m = power of stress distribution in the fictitious crack, here m = n.
The assumed stress distribution with m = n in Equation A.8 corresponds to the
linear fictitious crack surface.
From equilibrium in the crack band cross-section, the relation between w0 and θ is
given as in Equation A.9.
Ecb
b
2
 h  af     h  af  b tu 
 n tu   0  af  0
s
n 1

Equation A.9

  w n 
where  0   tu 1   0   ; b = beam section width; 0 = stress at bottom of the whole
  wc  

section; w0 = crack opening displacement at the bottom of the whole section.
From the derivations above, the relation between moment and rotation is given as
in Equation A.10.

 tu   0  baf 2

1
2  1
1  1


2
M   c ct b  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  af  cb    tu baf 
2
3  2
3  2
 n  1 n  2 


Equation A.10
where ct = height of the concrete section under tensile stress.
As the critical state between phase I and phase II, the critical state between phase
II and phase III is also very important to be formulated. The criterion for real crack
propagating is w0 = wc. The procedure for finding c (the rotation angle from which real
crack begins propagating) is showed as follows.

af, c 

wc  tu s

2 2 Ec

Equation A.11

Substituting Equation A.11 and 0 = c into Equation A.9 gives the equation for
θc.
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Phase III:
In phase III, after crack reaches the critical crack opening width, the real crack
begins propagating. The relation in Equation A.6 remains. From analysis in phase II, the
expression for length of fictitious crack af is given in Equation A.12.

af 

wc
 cb
2

Equation A.12

Using equilibrium in the crack band (no axial force is applied), the relation
between the length of real crack a and rotation angle θ is given in Equation A.13.
 ba
1 2 Ec
1
2
 h  a  af  cb   b   tu cbb   tu baf  tu f  0
2 s
2
n 1

Equation A.13

With the derivations above, the relation of moment M and rotation angle θ is
showed in Equation A.14.
1
2  1
1 


M   c ct b  a  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  a  af  cb 
2
3  2
3 



 baaf
 tu baf 2
1
  tu b  af 2  2af a   tu

2
n 1
 n  1 n  2 

Equation A.14

For three phases, the moment-rotation (M-θ) relation for the crack band is
determined. Also, the moment-curvature (M-) relation can be obtained according to
Equation A.15. Similarly, with the analysis in section 3.3 and 3.4, the load-deflection
relation and moment-CMOD relations can be obtained.



2
s

Equation A.15

Due to the complexity of the equations above, numerical solution method is
applied using MATLAB® programming.
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A.2 Analytical Flexural Model for Reinforced Concrete
The basic assumptions are the same as in section A.1.
According to the assumptions in section A.1, the complete flexural stress status of
the crack band in an RC beam is comprised of three phases (Figure A.3).

Figure A.3 Stress Distribution in Different Phases (Phase I, II, III from Left to Right)

The moment-rotation of the softening zone is studied (Figure A.4).

Figure A.4 Detailed Deformation Diagram of Crack Band

The main difference between the model of plain concrete and the model of
reinforced concrete is from the equilibrium equations. Rebar stress should be added and
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for each phase, there will be two sets of equations. One set is for non-yielding rebar, and
the other is for rebar yielding condition.
Phase I:
In this phase the concrete is linear elastic. Equilibrium in the crack band crosssection gives the position of the neutral axis cb, measured from the bottom of the crosssection.

1 2 Es
bh  rAs
2
Ec
cb 
, while s ≤ y
E
bh  s As
Ec

cb 

Equation A.16

h  y As s 1

, while s > y
2 2 Ecbh 

Equation A.17

where Es = elastic modulus of steel; r = position of reinforcement, measured from bottom
of the section; As = area of rebars; s = strain in steel; y = strain in steel corresponding to
yielding; y = yielding limit of steel.
The relation between moment M and rotation  can be determined as in Equation
A.18 and Equation A.19.
 2 h  cb 2
1 bh 2 cb 
M 
bh Ec 
Ec    s As r , while s ≤ y
3 s
3 s


where  s  2 Es

Equation A.18

cb  r
.
s

 2 h  cb 2
1 bh 2 cb 
M 
bh Ec 
Ec    y As r , while s > y
3 s
3 s
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Equation A.19

The critical state between Phase I and Phase II is that t = tu. Equation A.20 and
Equation A.21 provide the rotation angle (fc) from which fictitious crack begins
propagating.

fc 

s tu
, while s ≤ y
2 Ec cb

Equation A.20




Equation A.21

fc    tu 

As
 s
y 
, while s > y
bh  Ec h

Phase II:
In phase II, after the tensile strength of concrete is reached, the fictitious crack
develops. Since t = tu is held during phase II, the length of concrete in tensile elastic
state is given as in Equation A.6.
From the stress continuity in the fictitious crack portion of beam cross-section, the
relation between the length of the fictitious crack af and the width of the crack opening w0
is given as in Equation A.7.
To further simplify the model, the stress distribution in fictitious crack is assumed
as in Equation A.8. As in plan concrete, m = n is used which is corresponding to a linear
fictitious crack surface.
From equilibrium in the crack band cross-section, the relation between w0 and  is
given in Equation A.22.
2E A  a  r 
Ecb
E A
b
2
  s s tu 
 h  af     h  af  b tu  s s f
 n tu   0  af  0
s
s
Ec
n 1

Equation A.22
  w n 
where  0   tu 1   0   .
  wc  
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From above, the relation between moment and rotation is given as in Equation
A.23.

 tu   0  baf 2

1
2  1
1 
1


2
M   c ct b  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  af  cb    s As r   tu baf 
2
3  2
3 
2
 n  1 n  2 


Equation A.23
where  s 

2Es
 af  cb  r  , while s ≤ y; s = y, while s > y.
s

For the critical state between Phase II and Phase III, the criterion for real crack
propagating is w0 = wc or 0 = c. The procedure for finding the rotation angle from
which real crack begins propagating (c) is similar as in section A.1.
Substituting Equation A.11 and 0 = 0 into Equation A.22 gives the equation for

c.
Phase III:
After the crack width reaches the critical fictitious crack opening width, the real
crack begins propagating. The relation in Equation A.6 remains. The expression for
length of fictitious crack af is given as in Equation A.7.
Using equilibrium in the crack band, the relation between the length of real crack
a and the rotation angle  is given in Equation A.24.
2E
 ba
1 2 Ec
1
2
 h  a  af  cb   b   tu cbb  s  a  af  cb  r  As   tu baf  tu f  0
2 s
2
s
n 1
Equation A.24

The relation of moment M and rotational angle  is shown in Equation A.25.

1
2  1
1 


M   c ct b  a  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  a  af  cb    s As r
2
3  2
3 
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 tu baaf
 tu baf 2
1
2
  tu b  af  2af a  

2
n 1
 n  1 n  2 

Equation A.25

For three phases, the moment-rotation (M-θ) relation for the crack band of an RC
beam is determined. As discussed in section A.1, similarly the moment-curvature (M-)
relation, load-deflection and moment-CMOD relations can be obtained.
Similar to the model for plain concrete, the numerical solution method is applied
using MATLAB® programming due to the complexity of solving the equations.
A.3 Analytical Flexural Model for Reinforced Concrete with FRP Strengthening
The basic assumptions are the same as in section A.1.
According to the assumptions in section A.1, the complete flexural stress status of
the crack band in an RC beam with FRP strengthening is comprised of three phases
(Figure A.5).

Figure A.5 Stress Distribution in Different Phases (Phase I, II, III from Left to Right)

The equations in this section are similar to section A.2 with the terms considering
FRP effect.
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Phase I:
In this phase the concrete is linear elastic. Equilibrium in the crack band crosssection gives the position of the neutral axis cb, measured from the bottom of the crosssection.

1 2 Es
bh  rAs
2
Ec
cb 
, while s ≤ y
E
E
bh  s As  f Af
Ec
Ec

Equation A.26

1
 2
bh Ec   y As s

1

cb  
2  Ef Af  bhEc


Equation A.27



 , while s > y



where Ef = elastic modulus of FRP; Af = area of FRP.
The relation between moment M and rotation  can be determined as in Equation
A.28 and Equation A.29.
 2 h  cb 2
1 bh 2 cb 
M 
bh Ec 
Ec    s As r , while s ≤ y
3 s
3 s


where  s  2 Es

Equation A.28

cb  r
.
s

 2 h  cb 2
1 bh 2 cb 
M 
bh Ec 
Ec    y As r , while s > y
3 s
3 s


Equation A.29

The critical state between Phase I and Phase II is that t = tu. Equation A.30
provides the rotation angle (fc) from which the fictitious crack begins propagating.

fc 

s tu
2 Ec cb

Equation A.30

where cb is given in Equation A.26 and Equation A.27.
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Phase II:
From equilibrium in the crack band cross-section, the relation between w0 and  is
given in Equation A.31.
2E A  a  r 
Ecb
E A
2
  s s tu
 h  af     h  af  b tu  s s f
s
s
Ec

E A
2 Ef Af af
b
  f f tu 
 n tu   0  af  0
s
Ec
n 1

Equation A.31

  w n 
where  0   tu 1   0  
  wc  

From above, the relation between moment and rotation is given as in Equation
A.32.

 tu   0  baf 2

1
2  1
1 
1


2
M   c ct b  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  af  cb    s As r   tu baf 
2
3  2
3 
2
 n  1 n  2 


Equation A.32
where  s 

2Es
 af  cb  r  , while s ≤ y; s = y, while s > y.
s

For the critical state between Phase II and Phase III, the criterion for real crack
propagating is w0 = wc or 0 = c. The procedure for finding the rotation angle from
which the real crack begins propagating (c) is similar as in section A.1.
Substituting Equation A.11 and 0 = 0 into Equation A.31 gives the equation for

c.
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Phase III:
After the crack width reaches the critical crack opening width, the real crack
begins propagating. The relation in Equation A.6 remains. The expression for the length
of the fictitious crack af is given as in Equation A.7.
Using equilibrium in the crack band, the relation between the length of the real
crack a and the rotation angle  is given in Equation A.33.
2E
1 2 Ec
1
2
 h  a  af  cb   b   tu cbb  s  a  af  cb  r  As
2 s
2
s


 ba
2 Ef
 a  af  cb  Af   tu baf  tu f  0
s
n 1

Equation A.33

The relation of moment M and rotational angle  is shown in Equation A.34.

1
2  1
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M   c ct b  a  af  cb  ct    tu cbb  a  af  cb    s As r
2
3  2
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 tu baaf
 tu baf 2
1
2
  tu b  af  2af a  

2
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 n  1 n  2 

Equation A.34

For three phases, the moment-rotation (M-θ) relation for the crack band of an RC
beam with FRP strengthening is determined. As discussed in section A.1, similarly the
moment-curvature (M-) relation, load-deflection and moment-CMOD relations can be
obtained.
Similar to the model for plain concrete, numerical solution method is applied
using MATLAB® programming due to the complexity of solving the equations.
To apply nonlinear concrete compressive constitutive model, fiber section
analysis in section 3.2 was developed.
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